**QUICK-START GUIDE FOR 6” SPEAKER DOWNLIGHT**

**STOP**

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

CAREFULLY FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPER INSTALLATION

Stream music from one Bluetooth® enabled device at a time

App not required for use

Connect up to 8 speaker lights

REQUIRE TOOLS (NOT INCLUDED):

- Safety Glasses
- Gloves
- Ladder

---

**STEP 0: ACTIVATE BATTERY OF EACH UNIT TO BE INSTALLED**

1. Remove Protective Tab(s) from Battery Cover(s) on back of Speaker(s).

2. Confirm Orange Connector of Power Plug is connected to the fixture’s mating Orange Connector, and then connect the plug to an AC120V electrical outlet. The unit will turn on automatically and you will hear an audible tri-tone, low-to-high chime. The PAIR Button will start blinking **GREEN**. This indicates the Speaker battery has been activated.

3. Press and hold the ON / OFF Button until you hear an audible 4-tone, high-to-low chime to turn OFF the Speaker.

4. Remove Power Plug from the AC120V electrical outlet, then disconnect the plug from the fixture.

---

**STEP 1: PAIR MASTER UNIT**

1. Confirm the unit is in MASTER MODE by ensuring the S-M Switch is toggled towards the letter “M” on the back of the Speaker.

2. Wake the Speaker from SLEEP MODE by pressing the ON / OFF Button for 2 seconds until you hear an audible tri-tone, low-to-high chime. The PAIR Button will start blinking **GREEN**, and the S-M Indicator Light will blink **BLUE** on the front of the module under the speaker grill. This indicates the speaker is in MASTER MODE and is ready to pair.

3. Place your Bluetooth® Enabled Device in SEARCH MODE, then select the device called Down Light Speaker to pair to the Speaker.

4. Pairing complete with an audible BEEP sound and the S-M Indicator Light will become a solid **BLUE** light. Play music from your Device to check operation of the MASTER Unit. To stop playing music, pause or turn music off on your Device. You do not need to turn the unit OFF.

---

**STEP 2: SYNC SATELLITE UNITS (OPTIONAL)**

1. Activate SATELLITE MODE by toggling the S-M Switch on each SATELLITE Unit towards the letter “S” of the “S-M” icon.

2. Turn ON the SATELLITE Unit by pressing the ON / OFF Button for 2 seconds. The PAIR Button will illuminate **GREEN**, with an audible BEEP sound. The S-M Indicator Light under the speaker grill will also illuminate **GREEN** indicating SATELLITE MODE.

3. While the MASTER Unit is still playing music, press the PAIR Button on the SATELLITE Unit until it makes an audible BEEP sound and starts quickly flashing **GREEN**. Then separately press and hold the PAIR Button on the MASTER Unit. Once speakers pair, the SATELLITE Unit will make an audible BEEP sound and should sync up with the MASTER Unit within 20 seconds, resulting in music coming from both units simultaneously. The PAIR Button on both units will illuminate to a solid **GREEN** light and will remain solid **GREEN** as long as the units are paired.

4. Repeat Steps for up to seven SATELLITE Units.

---

**STEP 3: INSTALL**

Ensure input power is 120V, 60Hz, supply wires are rated for at least 90°C (194°F), and power is disconnected at breaker. Install each unit to housing with minimum enclosure of 6” diameter by 6” height.

TIPS:

- To maximize range of units, centrally locate Master Unit between Satellite Units.
- For stereo sound effect, install a minimum of 2 units in the room (1 Master & 1 Satellite): 1 unit on the left side and the other on the right side.
- For surround sound effect, install a minimum of 4 units in the room (1 Master & 3 Satellites): 1 unit in front, 1 unit in the back, 1 unit on the left side, and 1 on the right side.

---

**STEP 4: ENJOY**

Reconnect power and enjoy light and music!